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COURSE: Digital Communication Systems 
   
UNIT: C Fundamental Word Processing 
   
COMPETENCY: 005 Create business and employability documents using 

traditional and alternative input devices. 
   
OBJECTIVE: 005.01 Enhance documents using font attributes. 
 

 
ACTIVITIES 

  
RESOURCES 

 
   

Activity 

 

Explain that font refers to the type, or letters, in which a 
document is printed.  The font consists of the typeface, 
style, size, and effect. 
 

  

Teacher
Tip 

 

Use the matching exercise as a pretest or a posttest to find 
out what students know about font attributes. 

 Activity and Key 
C501-01 
Font Attributes 
Matching Activity 
 

Slide 
Show 

 

Show font attributes slide show to students and discuss 
pros and cons of the various attributes. 

 Slide Show C501 
Handout C501-02 

Activity 

 

Give students an opportunity to practice using font 
attributes. 

 Activity and Key 
C501-03 
Using Font 
Attributes Activity 
 

Activity 

 

Give students an opportunity to practice formatting short 
sentences and phrases using voice speaking font 
attributes. 

 Activity C501-04 
Voice Speaking 
Using Font 
Attributes 
 

Activity 

 

Give students the activity entitled Format Report Using 
Voice Speaking Font Attributes. 

 Activity C501-05 
Format Report 
Using Voice 
Speaking Font 
Attributes 
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Activity C501-01 
 

Font Attributes Matching Exercise 
 

Directions:  Place the correct letter of the term beside the description. 
 

 Description Term 

 1. Text or graphic appears on top or behind document's text a. font size 

 2. Prints text darker than other copy as it is keyed b. strikethrough 

 3. Used for labels or as callouts in documents c. bold 

 4. Prints letters that slope up toward the right d. italics 

 5. Used for enhancement purposes e. drop cap 

 
6. Used to format paragraphs to begin with large initial capital 

letters that take up two or more lines 
f. watermark 

 7. Places a line under text as it is keyed g. font effects 

 8. Changes text to graphic object h. word art 

 9. A digital typeface that can vary in type and size i. change case 

 
10. Predefined set of formatting options that have been named and 

saved 
j. textbox 

 11. Text placed slightly higher than other text on a line k. typeface 

 12. Used to change the case of characters l. subscript 

 
13. Causes text to appear darker than other text and also letters slope 

up toward the right 
m. 3-D effects 

 14. Draws line through text n. bold italics 

 15. Text placed slightly lower than other text on a line o. underline 

 16. Examples include shadow, emboss, small caps, outline p. superscript 

 17. The design of letters such as Times New Roman and Courier q. font 

 
18. The way that keyboarding characters are measured (i.e. 10pt. or 

12 pt.) 
r. style 
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Activity C501-03 

 

Using Font Attributes Activity 
 
Directions:  Most word processing applications allow you to use various font attributes to 
format documents.  Many of the attributes are found by clicking on Format in the tool bar.  Key 
each line below and do what it says. 
 

1. Underline this sentence and change the font color to red. 
 
2. Bold this text. 
 
3. Place this text in italics. 
 
4. Key this text using Arial font type. 
 
5. Key this text using bold italics. 
 
6. Use the following effects for at least one word in this sentence:  strike through, 

superscript, subscript, outline, emboss, engrave, small caps, and all caps. 
 
7. Change the text in this sentence to 20-point font size. 
 
8. Use the shimmer font text effect for this sentence. 
 
9. Key the first letter of this line as a drop cap. 
 
10. Key this line using word art. 
 
11. Use a textbox to key this line and use 25% shading. 
 
12. Key this line using all caps. 

 
Notice how each attribute changes the way the font looks.  Discuss the pros and cons of using 
various font attributes.  For the attributes above, when would it be appropriate to use each 
attribute?  What attributes would be appropriate when keying business letters and memos. 
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Answer Key C501-03 
 

Using Font Attributes Activity 
 
Directions:  Most word processing applications allow you to use various font attributes to 
format documents.  Many of the attributes are found by clicking on Format in the tool bar.  Key 
each line below and do what it says. 
 
1. Underline this sentence and change the font color to red. 
 
2. Bold this text. 
 
3. Place this text in italics. 
 
4. Key this text using Arial font type. 
 
5. Key this text using bold italics. 
 
6. Use the following effects for at least one word in this sentence:  strike through, superscript, 

subscript, , eeemmmbbbooossssss, eeennngggrrraaavvveee, SMALL CAPS, and ALL CAPS. 
 

7. Change the text in this sentence to 20-point font size. 
 
8. Use the shimmer font text effect for this sentence. 
 

9. Key the first letter of this line as a drop cap. 
 
 
 
10. Key this line using word art. 
 
 
11.  
 
12. KEY THIS LINE USING ALL CAPS. 
 

Notice how each attribute changes the way the font looks.  Discuss the pros and cons of using 
various font attributes.  For the attributes above, when would it be appropriate to use each 
attribute?  What attributes would be appropriate when keying business letters and memos. 

Use a textbox to key this line and use 25% shading. 
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Activity C501-04 
 

Voice Speaking Using Font Attributes Activity 
Below are voice commands used in Dragon Dictate.  Similar comands are used in other voice 
recognition software. 
Commands (items in brackets is what you say) 
 

 <bold that> 
 <italicize that> 
 <underline that> 
 <restore that> or <format that> (used for plain/normal/regular text) 
 <select all> and <set size 18> 
 <unselect that> 
 <select all> <set font Times New Roman> 
 <select all> <set font Times New Roman 14> 
 <select all> <format that font Times New Roman> 
  

Directions:  Dictate the following sentences, then select and do what the command says. Leave 
blank lines in between each command. 
 

1. The biology teacher was speaking about pollution. 
<select paragraph> <bold that> 

 

2. The environment is a favorite topic of presidential candidates. 
<select paragraph> <bold that> <restore that> 

 

3. According to the New York Times, we spend billions each year on sports activities. 
<select The New York Times> <Italicize that> 

 

4. There is nothing you can do about it? 
<select nothing> <underline that> 

 

5. According to the U.S. News and World Report, the philanthropist gave $1 million to 
Mississippi for reading education instruction. 

<select previous paragraph {or say select paragraph}> <bold that> 
<select U.S. News and World Report> <italicize that> 
<select Mississippi> <underline that> 
<select paragraph> <restore that> 
Note:  What impact did the Restore That command have on it? 

 

6. Thomas Jefferson 
<all caps that> <center that> 

 

7. Thomas Jefferson was a great philosopher, statesman, and inventor.  He lived most of 
his life in Virginia.  He was the third president of the United States. 

<select all> <set size 14> 
<select all> <set font Courier> 
<select all> <set font Arial 8> 
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Activity C501-05 
 

Format Report Using Voice Speaking 
 Font Attributes 

 
 

 
THE OUTDOOR MARKET 

 
 

We’re a society that takes sports – especially outdoor sports – very seriously.  
According to The New York Times, we take it seriously enough to spend billions each 
year having fund, most of it out in Mother Nature.  Two of the fastest-growing outdoor 
sports are snowboarding and fly-fishing. 
 
History of Snowboarding  Bold, Initial caps on internal headings 
 
How it got started.  When Sherman Poppin strapped a couple of skis together and 
created the first snowboard back in 1965 for his children, few knew it would take off like 
gangbusters.  Poppin called his invention a “Snufer.” 

Underline paragraph heading 
Industry viewpoint.  An entire industry has grown up around snowboarding.  

Careful trend watchers are capitalizing on boarding’s popularity.  They were in on the 
ground floor—and now, of course, they are smiling.  Snowboarding has increased 148 
percent in just a few years.  In 1996, 2.4 million people boarded. 

 
 
 
 
 

Bold and all caps

Caps only the first letter of paragraph 
headings and end with a period. 

Italicize The New York Times


